
Materials

� Steam iron & board

� Pinboard

Note that pinboards are
disgustingly expensive and
can run about $40 for a 5x10
section. They are available in
fabric or sewing stores. You
may substitute a towel or
another piece of velvet with
the nap running the other
way (fronts facing in).

� Spray bottle for water

� Scissors to cut fabric 

� Good quality rayon or
other synthetic velvet

Synthetics are very shiny
when compressed by this
method. Cross-dyed velvet
(also known as shot velvet)
works especially well
because of the contrast in
color as well as texture.

Cotton velvet is not recom-
mended since the contrast is
much less visible, but you
could use it if you want a
subtle effect. 

� Rubber or foam fabric
stamps

Use stamps that are cut close
to the actual edges of the
design or part of the back-
ground block may show.
Simple designs work best.

See next page for 
Instructions and Tips
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Instructions Tips

You may cut velvet to
shape either before or after
embossing. Place velvet
over the pinboard (or
substitute) nap down. 

With settings at High and
Steam, iron the velvet a
section at a time to avoid
crushing the nap, while
taking out wrinkles.

Place fabric, nap down,
over the stamp so the
pattern falls where you
want it to be. 

Spray a little water on the
back of the fabric.  

Press iron hard over fabric.
Do not rock the iron. Make
sure steam does not affect
any previous embossing.

Design will show through
the back on fabric when
“set”.
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Do not wash, steam, or dampen
cloth afterwards or design will
partly disappear. It may not go
away completely, so you can't be
guranteed being able to erase the
pattern and start over.

Dry cleaning may or may not be
successful - do a test if consider-
ing it. Best application is on
items not expected to be washed.

You can make your own design
stamp with foamy sheets and
stencil. Glue cut stenciled pieces
onto flat sheet with “shoe goo”
adhesive.

You can repeat the same pattern
across the fabric, but make sure
that the steam from one emboss-
ing doesn't wipe out the pattern
from a previous embossing. Plan
the direction the iron will face.
You need to “know where you
are going” with the stamp.

With use, some embossing
stamps (foam especially) will
gradually shrink and the spaces
get bigger.


